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Zadania po 3 punkty 
 

1. ious. 
A) as    B) such   C) so    D) such a  

2.  
A)   B) do they   C) does he   D)  

3.  
A) make, help  B) feel, take  C) feel, help  D) get, make 

4.  A bay window is: 
 
 
A)    B)    C)    D)  
 
 

5. The incorrect answer is: 
Emma: Would you like some hot chocolate?  
Darcy:  
A) Yes, please.      C)  
B) You read my mind.     D) , thank you. 

6.  There is / (a) true sentence / sentences about the dialogue: 
We need to go to Trendy.  
The boutique?  
Yeah. You know it, do you?  
I know of it.  

The assistant has been to Trendy.  
The assistant has never been to Trendy.  
The assistant has information about Trendy. 
They need to go to a clothes shop. 
A) 4    B) 3    C) 2    D) 1 

7. Brooklyn and Queens are in: 
A) Los Angeles  B) London   C) New York  D) Philadelpia 
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8. J : 
1. 
traditional dress. 
2. The capita .  
3. 6. 
the oldest universities in GB. 
4. The capita tawa. 
5. al of the USA. 
7. The capital of Norther  
 
 
 

 A) Welsh   B) English   C) French   D) Gaelic 

9. According to Robinson Crusoe, Crusoe rhymes with: 
A) blue toe   B) colour   C) therefore   D) cuckoo   

10. According to Robinson Crusoe, Robin Crusoe wanted to: 
A) become a lawyer     C) seek adventure 
B) live middle-class life    D) risk his life 

Zadania po 4 punkty 

11. You write in your diary each and ..... day?! 
A) no    B) every   C) second   D) any 

12.  
A) to say   B) say   C) said   D) was saying 

13. When Alice told the joke, Steve frowned on her. Steve: 
 
 
 
A)    B)    C)     D)  
 
 
 

14.  This advertisement is about the services of : 
A) hospital  
B) church  
C) shoe repair  
D) political party 

15.  
A) do   B) shall   C) w    D) d  

16. Alison: You and Sophia match.  
Kevin: Hardly.  
A)  
B) Kevin thinks that they truly match. 
C) Kevin thinks that they do not match. 
D) Kevin thinks that he and Sophia are hard.   

   1.         

2.            

3.            

4.            

5.            

  6.          

 7.           

We will heel you, 
We will save your sole, 

We will even dye for you! 
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17. The house of Elvis Presley is in: 
A) Graceland  B) New York  C) Boston   D) Houston 

18.  
A) up    B) right   C) sideways  D) diagonally 

19. According to Robinson Crusoe, there are ..... false statements about the story of Robinson 
Crusoe:  
1. Robinson left home without saying goodbye to his parents. 
2. Telescopes were in use. 
3. Robinson Crusoe grew tobacco and sugar cane in Guinea.  
4. e was Xury. 
5. On the desert island, Robinson made himself a daily schedule. 
6.  
7.  
8. Robinson Crusoe spent 28 years on the island. 
A) 6    B) 5    C) 4   D) 3 

20. According to Robinson Crusoe, at the end of his life on the island, Robinson set the captain of 
the English ship free and the grateful captain said: 
My dear friend, there's your ship; ..... all yours and so are we, We are ready to 

take you back to England with us.  
A) it's   B) she's   C) he's   D) the 

Zad  

21. Please go and do it! Your grand if he was still with us.  
A) liked   B) would have liked C) would like  D) could have liked 

22. I  
A) am   B) was   C) have been  D) would be 

23. minister, service, communion, dean, fast is about: 
A) politics   B) religion   C) university  D) sport 

24. Jack was more unfit than he had ever been. He lopsided and kept making it to the other side. 
Panting, he completed a single length and rested there with his thick arms spread along his 
sides, sharing the responsibility for his heavy body with the caressing .. .  
A) leather car seats B) water   C) street   D) bed sheets 

25.  
A) announce  B) pronounce  C) declare   D) sentence 

26. There is /  reply / replies: 
 

 
 

 
A) 1    B) 2    C) 3    D) 4 
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Sponsorship:  

27. Look, Gerald, I think that Jimmy is some kind of Robin Hood.  
Robbing Hood, more like, dear Rose  

Gerald thinks that Jimmy is: 
A) a thief       C) an actor 
B) a fashion designer     D) a volunteer for charity 

28. Match the acronyms with their meaning:
1.  RUOK      a. will return very soon 
2.  IDC       b. is about friendship 
3.  JK       c. worries about somebody 
4.  BRB       d. is all the same to them 
5.  IDK       e. is in a funny mood 
6.  BFF       f. is happy the weekend will be soon 
7.  TGIF      g. have no idea 
A) 1d, 2b, 3a, 4g. 5c, 6e, 7f    C) 1c, 2d, 3e, 4a, 5g, 6b, 7f 
B) 1a, 2f, 3d, 4e, 5b, 6c, 7g    D) 1f, 2g, 3a, 4c, 5d, 6b, 7e 

29. According to Robinson Crusoe, when Robinson Crusoe sailed back from the island to 
England: 
A) his mother had died, his sisters welcome him warmly, decided to move to Brasil, got 
married, had three children, went back to the island 
B) his parents had died, his sisters barely remembered him, went to Lisbon, found out he was 
rich, had adventures on the way back to England, got married and had three children, went 
back to the island after his wife had died 
C) his father had died, his sisters had their own families, sailed to Brasil, found out he was  
rich, came back to England, got married, had three children, took them to the island  
D) his parents were very sick, his sisters were happy to see him, went to Lisbon, found out he 
was rich, got married, had three children, went back to the island after his wife had died 

30. According to Robinson Crusoe, the word down is: 
1. bad luck 
2. a small metal object fired from a 
gun 
3. a natural flow of water narrower 
than a river 
4. a sailor who attacks other ships in 
order to steal from them 
5. a small room where you sleep in 
 a ship 
6. earth used for  making bricks 

 
A) the situation when a group of sailors refuse to obey orders 
B) lack of food 
C) a very difficult relationship 
D) musical instrument 

    1.           

   2.            

   3.            

   4.            

5.               

 6.              

-Bia  

 


